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WoodFil Epoxy is available in five distinct wood
colors and white.

HOW TO USE KAMPEL WOODFIL  EPOXY

• Using a pocket knife or utility knife, cut off the desired amount of   
 WoodFil Epoxy.

• Knead the product until the color is uniform, then apply the mixed  
 WoodFil Epoxy to the object that’s being repaired.

Strength & Versatility
WoodFil Epoxy is a two-part, hand mixable 
epoxy putty used to rebuild and repair 
real wood. WoodFil Epoxy’s strength and 
versatility is what makes it unique. Unlike 
most wood putty, WoodFil Epoxy has
similar strength to the real wood that is 
being repaired.

The product adheres to a component, cures 
hard, and makes an extremely durable 
repair. WoodFil Epoxy may be machined, 
threaded, filed, sanded, stained and painted. 
WoodFil Epoxy does not shrink, completely 
filling the defect or damaged area.

Common Uses
• Repair gouges, dry rot, knotholes and   
 cracks in flooring and countertops
• Rebuild broken cabinet corners, edges   
 and molding
• Repair mis-drilled holes in cabinet doors

Work-Life
Depending on the color, WoodFil Epoxy has 
a 3-5 minute or 15-25 minute work-life and 
is completely cured after 60 minutes.

Changing its Color
Mixing different colored sticks of WoodFil 
Epoxy will allow you to create new colors 
that match your wood grain. Stain may be 
mixed into WoodFil Epoxy to alter its color 
before it cures by kneading stain into the 
product. Stain may also be applied to cured 
WoodFil Epoxy.

Press the just mixed WoodFil Epoxy into the hole 
drilled off location, completely filling void.

After 60 minutes sand excess cured WoodFil 
Epoxy from repaired area and stain if necessary.

Re-drill hole in correct location, machining 
directly into cured WoodFil Epoxy.

Attach pocket hinge to correct location, threading 
screw directly into cured WoodFil Epoxy.

Walnut Maple Oak

Cherry Pine White

APPLICATION
Repairing A Mis-Drilled Pocket Hinge Hole


